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The technical committee of Al-Qaeda’s Al-Fajr Center for Media announced the launch of a
new encrypted media program titled, “The Mujahid’s Security”, after putting considerable
effort into its development.



On December 29, 2013, a hacker group posted a propaganda video, in English, to YouTube in
which it announced its intention to launch a cyber-attack against Israeli Web sites on April
14, 2014. According to the group, the attack, which it named “Op Israel Birthday”, would be
part of a series of cyber-attacks in protest of Israel’s actions against the Palestinians.



Multiple warnings were issued by the European Union regarding the bitcoin and there were
even calls to ban the currency in China, which caused its value to drop.



Online government services are developing in Middle Eastern countries, increasing the
threat of cyber-attacks and requiring appropriate cyber-security assessments, such as the
one that took place in Saudi Arabia with the launch of a joint national defense project for
the government and private sectors.
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Global jihad groups are increasingly venturing into cyberspace. Their use of the Internet for
“typical” activities – communication, recruitment of operatives, fundraising, propagandizing,
incitement to hatred and violence, intelligence gathering, and psychological warfare – is wellestablished. In recent years, global jihad and other terrorist organizations have begun to use
cyberspace as a battleground for what they call “electronic jihad”, attacking the enemy by
sabotaging its online infrastructure, using the information available to them from the virtual world
to cause mayhem in the real world, and developing their own defensive capabilities agains t cyberattack. Following is a selection of recent key acts of electronic jihad, and a brief overview of the key
themes reflected in jihadist discourse and propaganda.

Key Topics of Jihadist Discourse, December 2013 – January 2014 1
Pakistan


Al-Qaeda released a video of kidnapped American, Warren Weinstein, who was abducted in
Pakistan, with a message on his behalf to the government of the United States to work for his
release and return to his family.

Arabian Peninsula


Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) published a rare apology for the deaths of citizens
who were mistakenly killed in a terrorist attack that its members carried out on December 5,
2013 against a hospital building in the Yemeni Defense Ministry compound in Sa’ana.

Al-Sham


The rising tension among various jihadist groups in Syria, especially between the Al -Nusra Front
and its supporters and the Islamic State of Iraq and Al-Sham (ISIS) and its supporters, led to
prominent sheikhs affiliated with global jihad to focus their efforts on peacemaking between

1

For a more thorough review of jihadist life on the Web, see the ICT’s Jihadi Website Monitoring Group’s
Periodic reports, at
http://www.ict.org.il/ResearchPublications/JihadiWebsitesMonitoring/JWMGPeriodicalReviews/tabid/344/D
efault.aspx
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the groups. The leader of Al-Qaeda himself, Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri, called on the
mujahideen in Syria to maintain unity among their ranks and avoid mutual clashes. He
recommended the establishment of shari’a courts to serve as a mediating body for conflicts
between jihadist organizations. The leader of the Al-Nusra Front, Abu Bakr al-Golani, and Sheikh
Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, a senior member of the Salafi-jihadist movement in Jordan,
supported al-Zawahiri’s approach and also called on armed factions in Syria to put an end to the
clashes and fighting among them. According to al-Golani, the continuation of this trend could
result in a fatal blow to the mujahideen’s efforts to topple Bashar al-Assad’s regime and in their
loss of power over the arena of jihad in Syria. In order to solve this issue, he recommended
establishing a religious legal committee to be composed of representatives from all factions in
order to bring about peace and unity. Sheikh Abdallah al-Muhaysini, a Saudi preacher in Syria,
also called for an end to the fighting among the various jihadist factions. The initiative won
overwhelming support from most organizations, including the Al-Nusra Front and the Islamic
Front, but was rejected outright by ISIS.

Lebanon


Lebanese Hezbollah’s involvement in the Syrian war has stirred the jihadist discourse in
condemnation of the organization and led to a concentrated effort on the execution of terrorist
attacks against Hezbollah strongholds in Lebanon. Sheikh Sirajuddin Zurayqat, a senior member
of the Abdullah Azzam Brigades, a Salafi-jihadist movement in Lebanon, called on young
Muslims in Lebanon who are unable to join a jihadist organization to carry out individual
terrorist attacks against military, political and security targets belonging to Hezbollah, and even
those belonging to Iran, in Lebanon. On November 19, 2013, he announced that all Lebanese
Hezbollah targets were legitimate for terrorist attacks due to their collaboration with the Bashar
al-Assad regime in its fight against Sunnis in Syria and Lebanon. He called on Sunnis in Lebanon
to regain their composure and defend their honor from this aggression. The Islamic State of Iraq
and Al-Sham announced that it was focusing its efforts on breaking Hezbollah’s strength and
penetrating its strongholds, and that the terrorist attack that took place against one of
Hezbollah’s strongholds in the beginning of January 2014 in Dahiyeh Province was a
manifestation of this trend. In general, jihadist organizations are investing considerable effort in
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expanding the existing infrastructure in Lebanon. For example, a new media institution called,
“The Global Front for the Defense of the Islamic State” was launched in order to help with
publicity for the Islamic State of Iraq and Al-Sham.

Egypt


During December 2013 – January 2014, there was a substantial rise the jihadist discourse, and in
terrorist attacks, against the military regime in Egypt, which was accused of acting against
shari’a. Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri, leader of Al-Qaeda, called on Muslims living in Muslim lands,
especially Egypt, to renew the popular protests against the incumbent regimes. According to
him, the Muslims fighting in Chechnya against the Russian security forces should serve as a
model for a determined struggle until the achievement of a goal. For example, a new jihadist
organization called “Ajnad Misr” was founded in Egypt and declared the start of an
assassination campaign against Egyptian security forces.

The Indian Subcontinent


Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri, leader of Al-Qaeda, criticized Bangladesh for the slaughter of
Muslims on its land and berated the global media for ignoring the humanitarian tragedy. In
addition, he blamed Pakistan and India for focusing their efforts on weakening the power of
Sunni Muslims. In light of this, al-Zawahiri called on Muslims in Bangladesh and the Indian
subcontinent to defend themselves and work to change the existing situation through jihad.
Following al-Zawahiri’s speech, jihadists called on Muslims in Indonesia and on the mujahideen
to revolt against the Indonesian government because of the heavy hand it is using against
Muslims who want to impose Islamic shari’a on the country.

Jihadist Propaganda


The fighting in Syria is also dominating social media sites such as Facebook and Twitter, which
also serve as fundraising tools. One Twitter account, https://twitter.com/as_homal5yer/,
launched a publicity campaign to raise money for the mujahideen in Syria. According to the
campaign, the suggested donations are 500 riyal for the mujahideen, 400 riyal for food
expenses, and 100 riyal for education. It also included a telephone number to make donations
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(0096551556374). Several visitors to the Twitter account implied that the amounts were not
high and should be increased.2

Another discourse on Twitter dealt with promoting advocacy for peace and reconciliation among
the various jihadist factions in Syria. 3

The banner posted to the Twitter account:
“Campaign for Reconciliation among the Mujahideen in Al-Sham”

2

https://twitter.com/as_homal5yer

3

الصلح_بين_المجاهدي# .
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On January 10, 2014, the Web site of the Ezzedeen Al-Qassam Brigades reported4 that a day
earlier, Twitter had removed the @AlqassamBrigade account with no prior warning by sending
a message saying that the account on the social media site had been suspended, and it remains
so until today. According to the report, the organization confirmed that it had not violated
Twitter’s terms of use and that the suspension likely stemmed from the fact that “Twitter is
subject to the United States and to Israel as always”. The announcement criticized the act and
called for freedom of expression in the media. In addition, the organization has another
account, @Qassam_Arabic, with over 5,700 tweets. The Twitter announcements noted5 that
the organization had opened a new account, @qasambrigade, but a check revealed that this
was also suspended. There are other Twitter accounts that bear the name of the organization
but they are not official and their activities only date back to 2012.

Defensive Tactics


The technical committee of Al-Qaeda’s Al-Fajr Center for Media announced the launch of a new
encrypted media program titled, “The Mujahid’s Security”, after putting considerable effort into
its development. The announcement included links for downloading the program and a
guidebook explaining how to use it. 6

4

http://www.qassam.ps/news-7910-Twitter_suspends_account_of_al_Qassam_Brigades.html
https://twitter.com/VisualJihad/status/425420379583033344
6
http://al-fidaa.com/vb/showthread.php?t=85198
5
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The banner announcing the launch of “The Mujahid’s Security” program



A prominent visitor to the Al-Platform Media jihadist Web forum published an announcement
on the forum’s technical department warning about the risk of hacking into computers by using
Internet browsers. According to the announcement, there are many security breaches of
popular browsers, such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox, Opera and Safari.
The writer advises using the browser scan7 Web site and specifically warns against using the
Flash Player8 add-on.



A prominent visitor to the Al-Platform Media jihadist Web forum published an announcement
on the forum’s technical department in which he detailed the various methods used for
electronic surveillance. According to the announcement, the intelligence agencies of various
countries around the world are occupied, day and night, with tracking their targets online using
a variety of methods. These organizations have quality teams known as “hacking teams” that
are able to hack into computers and Web sites and even analyze the information obtained using
advanced methods. Many operating systems can be breached including Windows, Linux and
even Apple’s Max OSX operating system. 9



In a continuation of the above announcement posted by the same visitor, he stated that spies

7

This apparently refers to http://browserscan.rapid7.com
http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35039
9
http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35042
8
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those collecting information are in possession of advanced software capable of analyzing a large
amount of data and pinpointing the important information within it. This fact is also true for
eavesdropping on phone calls: there are advanced software programs capable of identifying
speech in various languages as well as suspicious words. In addition, there is software designed
to gather open-source intelligence (OSINT) capable of automatically analyzing news and social
network sites in large quantities. Moreover, intelligence agencies are even able to reach the
Deep Web – Web sites that do not appear at all in search engines. 10


A prominent visitor to the Al-Platform Media jihadist Web forum published an announcement
on the forum’s technical department regarding information security on social networks on the
Internet. The announcement stated that social network usage has become very profitable and
even shape public opinion around the world; but he cautioned that while the Internet helps to
transfer information easily and quickly, intelligence organizations are also trying to derive
information and track what is happening on the social networks. Therefore, he gave some
advice to users on social networks: you never know who the person is on the other end of the
conversation and sometimes people impersonate supporters of jihad in order to extract
information; do not use social networks from your home computer since the computer’s IP
address can be identified and the user’s location discovered; during registration, do not provide
real personal details like name and address; do not open files published on social networks and
do not operate add-ons such as Java Applets 11 since they may contain malicious code that can
be used to hack into a computer; do not use the same password for several Web sites and never
give your email address to people you do not know; in summary, it is important to remember
that all information posted on social networks is stored even if the user deletes his account and,
therefore, one must be very careful and think twice before publishing information. 12



A department administrator on the Al-Platform Media jihadist Web forum published a link on
the forum’s technical department to a software designed to detect hackers and increase Web
browsing speed. The software, called “Cucusoft Net Guard”, helps to prevent hackers from
remotely accessing a personal computer, “stealing” the Internet from it and subsequently

10

http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35040
Internet applications similar to interactive videos
12
http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35038
11
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slowing the browsing speed.13 The same department administrator also published another
software program called “Who Is On My Wifi”, which is also designed to prevent hackers from
remotely stealing wireless Internet from a personal computer. 14


A department administrator on the Al-Platform Media jihadist Web forum published an
announcement on the forum’s technical department according to which the Linux operating
system is more secure than the prevalent Windows operating system. The announcement
explained the security advantages of an operating system and of open source in general, and
noted that due to Linux’s security advantage it is used by the largest companies in the world. 15



A visitor to the Snam Al-Islam jihadist Web forum published a link on the forum’s technical
department to a detailed explanation on how to use the new encryption software, Asrar AlMujahideen. The instruction manual includes detailed explanations about each of the
software’s features.16

Offensive Tactics


The Russian anti-terrorism Web site, http://kavkaz-antiterror.ru, was breached and damaged by
“Anonymous Kavkaz”, a subgroup of “Anonymous”, a well-known international anarchist hacker
group.



During the second half of January 2014, Moroccan hackers hacked into a series of official French
Web sites that dealt with sports, tourism, culture, commerce and more, and planted a protest
song on them. This was done to protest a French court’s decision to sentence a Muslim woman
to one month in prison and a fine of 150 Euros for wearing her veil. Among the hackers who
took park in the breach were the “Moroccan Ghosts”, the “Moroccan Islamic Electronic Army”,
the “Moroccan Islamic Union-mail”, and others.17

13

http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35714; http://www.cucusoft.com/netguard.aspx (link
to the software)
14
http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35716; http://www.whoisonmywifi.com (link to the
software)
15
http://alplatformmedia.com/vb/showthread.php?t=35713
16
http://snamalislam.com/vb/showthread.php?t=22810
17
https://www.facebook.com/MoroccanIslamicUnionMail01
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Guidance


HPSCI Chairman Mike Rogers and Ranking Member C.A. Dutch Ruppersberger mentioned in his
press release that “Snowden’s acts of betrayal truly place America’s military men and women in
greater danger around the world… Snowden handed terrorists a copy of our country’s playbook
and now we are paying the price, which this report confirms. His actions aligned him with our
enemy. We have begun to see terrorists changing their methods because of the leaks and this
report indicates that the harm to our country and its citizens will only continue to endure”. 18



Microsoft admitted that several of its employees fell victim to a spear phishing attack through
social media and email accounts, the purpose of which was to steal documents concerning the
enforcement authorities.19 Securlert reported that in mid-January it was discovered that the
Xtreme RAT malware had again infected the computers of the Civil Administration of Judea and
Samaria. The malware was passed through a fabricated email that contained documents related
to malware.
On January 6, 2014, it was reported20 that the server domain registration in Tajikistan was
breached,21 which enabled access to many accounts. Indeed, as a result of this breach, it was
reported that main Web sites in the country, such as Google, Twitter, Yahoo and Amazon, were
hacked into and damaged. The breach, which was carried out by the hacker, Mr.XHat,
successfully changed the registrations of the Domain Name System (DNS)22 of the hacked sites,
destroying them for about a day. The article claimed that the hacker was Iranian but the
message left on the breached Web pages was in Turkish;

18

https://intelligence.house.gov/press-release/hpsci-chairman-mike-rogers-and-ranking-member-ca-dutchruppersberger-%E2%80%9Csnowden%E2%80%99s-acts
19
http://blogs.technet.com/b/trustworthycomputing/archive/2014/01/24/post.aspx
20
http://thehackernews.com/2014/01/Tajikistan-Google-Twitter-hacked-Domain-Registrar.html
21
https://domain.tj/
22
http://3.bp.blogspot.com/-dYH4B0bnpM/Usujh9OvG7I/AAAAAAAAZhI/LEUZScJXqMA/s1600/hacked+Domain+Registrar+Control+Panel.pn
g
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OpIsrael 2014


On December 29, 2013, a hacker group posted a propaganda video, in English, to YouTube in
which it announced its intention to launch a cyber-attack against Israeli Web sites on April 14,
2014. According to the group, the attack, which it named “Op Israel Birthday”, would be part of
a series of cyber-attacks in protest of Israeli’s actions against the Palestinians .23 The
“Anonghost” hacker group is composed of Muslim hackers from Malaysia, Morocco, the United
States, Ireland and other countries.

23

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvdSBX3xBHg ; https://twitter.com/An0nGhost
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In the evening hours of January 14, 2014, a Twitter announcement was published24 declaring
the intention to carry out such an operation on April 7, 2014;



As in the past, videos about the anticipated event began to be published. One video titled
“AnonGhost Launch Op Israel Birthday 07/APRIL/2014”,25 was posted at the end of December
2013 on the YouTube account of Anonxox26TN and signed by;
Mauritania Attacker – Virusa Worm – Deto Beiber – Dr.SaM!M_008 – M3GAFAB –
Extazy007 – PhObia_PhOneyz – Mr Domoz – Tak Dikenal – AnonxoxTN – Raka
3r00t – PirateX – Bl4ck Jorozz – Younes

Lmaghribi – Indonesian r00t –

BlackBase

– Mrlele

Hacker

–

CoderSec –

h4shcr4ck

– Donnazmi

– TheGame

Attacker – Man Rezpector – SaccaFrazi – Spec Tre – HusseiN98D – HolaKo Mr.Ajword – Root Max – Egy Eagle – THE GREATEST – BiosTeRminat0r



The video claimed that there would be victory celebrations every year on April 7 and seemed to
hint at possible damage to critical infrastructure, including financial systems. In addition,
another video was posted that same day whose title referred to the future event, 27 but its
content dealt with events from 2013 even though the video captions were changed to refer to
2014.

24

https://twitter.com/An0nGhost/status/423195619977478144
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XvdSBX3xBHg
26
http://www.youtube.com/user/AnonxoxTN?feature=watch
27
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ylhrOviXWMc
25
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The “Parastoo.Ir” group apparently published an announcement28 stating it would take part in
the “OpIsrael2 (Op Israel Birthday)” operation, along with other groups including “Ababil”,
“Iranian Cyber Army”, “Islamic Resistance Group” and “Cyber Hezbullah”:
"TO OUR RESISTANT AND FIGHTER GROUPS OF ALL KIND, WE ARE ANNOUNCING
THE FIRST ORGANIZED "CYBER INTIFADA" AGAINST THE ZIONIST REGIME ,
THE ROOT OF MOSTLY ALL ARAB PROBLEMS W/ FREE CANDY FROM DA DDY THE
U.S IN SHAPES AND FORMS OF F-35 OR ARROW . SO WE FIGHT BACK TO THE
COURT

YARD

OF

THE HOUSE

OF EVEY

SINGLE ENGINEER

WHO

WORKS FOR

ISRAEL DIRECTLY OR BY PROXY TO ADD MORE MISERY AND WE LET YOU TEST
A

BIT

OF

"OFFENSE

TECHNOLOGY"

IN

YOUR

HOUSES

AND

BET WEEN

YOUR

PRIVATE FIGHT'S..AS YOUR SHIT HERE IN PALESTINE IS ALL OVER THE
PLACE."

The Syrian Electronic Army


The “Syrian Electronic Army” accessed and hacked into29 some of the online accounts belonging
to Microsoft’s Xbox and CNN, on top of the consistent damage it has inflicted on Western media
outlets around the world by hacking into their online presence, including postal services in
Israel,30 Turkey,31 Qatar,32 the Arab League33 and others.



In the morning hours of January 24, 2014, it was reported that the “Syrian Electronic Army” had
hacked into CNN’s main Twitter account. The announcement was published 34 on the Twitter
account of CNN Breaking News.

28

http://cryptome.org/2014/01/parastoo-sti.htm
http://www.middleeast-internet-monitor.com/?p=5010
30
http://www.middleeast-internet-monitor.com/?p=3020
31
http://www.middleeast-internet-monitor.com/?p=3867
32
http://www.middleeast-internet-monitor.com/?p=4873
33
http://www.middleeast-internet-monitor.com/?p=3131
34
https://twitter.com/cnnbrk/status/426537282221248512
29
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The announcement referred to a CNN article35 in which it admitted that official Twitter and
Facebook accounts belonging to CNN had, in fact, been breached and messages 36 posted on them
before being deleted several minutes later.

As in the past, several announcements were posted claiming responsibility on the part of the hacker
group and explaining the motive for the attack;

35

http://edition.cnn.com/2014/01/23/tech/cnn-accounts-hacked/index.html
http://thedesk.matthewkeys.net/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Screen-Shot-2014-01-23-at-2.50.35PM.png
36
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At the same time, an announcement was published,37 which claimed that the hacker group had
apparently managed to breach CNN’s account on the Hotsuite 38 system, which is used to manage
various social networks and which probably served as the weak link. It seems that the breach of this
service is what enabled access to CNN’s accounts on various social networks;

37
38

https://twitter.com/matthewkeyslive/status/426512750437597184
https://hootsuite.com/
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On the morning of January 11, 2014, it was reported39 that members of the “Syrian Electronic
Army” had managed to hack into the game console, Xbox, which was developed by Microsoft.
At 10:47am, the first announcement was published40 on the Twitter account of the “Syrian
Electronic Army” with a link to the screenshot of Xbox’s Twitter account. 41

39

http://www.cyberwarnews.info/2014/01/11/possible-xbox-twitter-account-breached-by-syrianelectronic-army
40
https://twitter.com/Official_SEA16/status/421926419120525312/photo/1
41
https://twitter.com/Official_SEA16/status/421926419120525312/photo/1
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There is no evidence whatsoever of the breach other than the fact that the account was in edit
mode, which could indicate that it had been hacked and taken over. Five minutes later, another
message42 was posted that included a screenshot, also in edit mode, this time apparently on Xbox’s
Instagram account.

42

https://twitter.com/Official_SEA16/status/421927504107286528
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Two hours later, a third message was posted43 with reference to a photo44 titled, “New Game
Coming Soon”;

43
44

https://twitter.com/Official_SEA16/status/421960541964607488
http://s27.postimg.org/jmk9ccvkz/J9_RAl_DPo_Ji_E.jpg
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A report about the incident,45 including a screenshot (which was not found on the Twitter account
of the “Syrian Electronic Army”) with seemingly real evidence of a breach by the group of the Xbox
Support Twitter account;46

Recent years have seen an increasing number of cyber-attacks on political targets, critical
infrastructure, and the Web sites of commercial corporations. These attacks, which are also
receiving increasing amounts of international attention, are perpetrated by states (which do not

45

http://www.cyberwarnews.info/2014/01/11/possible-xbox-twitter-account-breached-by-syrianelectronic-army
46
https://twitter.com/XboxSupport
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take responsibility for them), groups of hackers (such as Anonymous), criminal organizations and
lone hackers. We believe that terrorist organizations are working in close collaboration with
criminal organizations, are learning from their attempts [at cyber-crime], and may even be hiring
their services. In light of this, it is important to examine and analyze cyber-crimes attributed to
criminal organizations, as well as new development trends and patterns. The following information
was culled from the visible (OSINT) and invisible (“dark Web”) 4 7 Internet between December 2013January 2014.

Virtual Currency – Bitcoin Updates

Bitcoin price chart for December 2013 – January 2014

48

47

The “dark Web” or darknet is “A collection of networks and technologies used to share digital content. The
darknet is not a separate physical network but an application and protocol layer riding on existing networks.”
See P. Biddle, P. England, M. Peinado and B. Willman (no date), “The Darknet and the Future of Content
Distribution”, Microsoft Corporation, http://msl1.mit.edu/ESD10/docs/darknet5.pdf.
48
http://bitcoincharts.com/charts/mtgoxUSD#rg60zczsg2013-12-01zeg2014-01-31ztgMzm1g10zm2g25zv
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According to the large bitcoin exchange site, MtGox, the bitcoin currency suffered several drops
in December 2013, after the announcement by the People’s Bank of China and several members
of the Chinese government to stop bitcoin currency trading. 49 The currency strengthened later
in early January 2014 and reached an exchange rate of between $900-1,000.



In mid-December2013, the European Banking Authority (EBA) published a warning against the
use of virtual currency, including the bitcoin. According to the EBA, the dangers include the lack
of protection or responsibility for the currency and the lack of a guarantee over the exchange
rate, which could lead to heavy losses. In addition, it noted that EU laws, including consumer
protection laws, do not apply to transactions made with virtual currency. 50



During December 2013, it was reported that Bank Hapoalim (one of the largest banks in Israel)
had blocked the accounts of clients who made financial transactions to the bank accounts of
Bit2c, an Israeli company that trades in bitcoins.51



In the beginning of December 2013, it was published52 that the German Police Department has
arrested two suspects for spreading malware that created a bitcoin currency mining network.
According to the suspicion, the network created coins with the value of approximately one
million dollars (according to the exchange rate for that period). Currency mining networks
operate legally and most currency mining is carried out using such networks but there is also a
lot of activity using malware and botnet networks. Another example is E-sports Entertainment,
which was fined one million dollars by the U.S. regulator for distributing bitcoin currency mining
software without users’ knowledge. The following is a statement made by New Jersey Attorney
General Hoffman on the matter:
“This is an important settlement for New Jersey consumers. These defendants illegally
hijacked thousands of people's personal computers without their knowledge or consent,
and in doing so gained the ability to monitor their a ctivities, mine for virtual currency that
had real dollar value, and otherwise invade and damage their computers . This case should
serve as a message that we are committed to protecting New Jersey consumers, and that
we will hold accountable anyone who seeks to exploit them through misleading claims,

49

https://vip.btcchina.com/page/bocnotice2013
http://www.eba.europa.eu/-/eba-warns-consumers-on-virtual-currencies
51
https://www.bit2c.co.il/Bitcoin/watch/190/%D7%91%D7%A0%D7%A7%20%D7%94%D7%A4%D7%95%D7
%A2%D7%9C%D7%99%D7%9D%20%D7%91%D7%99%D7%98%D7%A7%D7%95%D7%99%D7%9F
52
http://www.cnet.com/news/pair-said-to-have-illegally-minted-1m-worth-of-bitcoins/
50
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deceptive practices, or the invasion of their computer privacy” 53



The Bitlegal Web site54 was launched in January 2014 with the goal of uniting global legislation
on the bitcoin currency. The Web site is based on an openly editable model that allows any user
to update information about each country. The site allows for the classification of various
countries’ approach to the use of the currency.



During the raid on the operation of the illicit trading site, Silk Road, an electronic wallet
containing almost 30,000 bitcoins was also confiscated. In mid-January 2014, Preet Bharara, the
United States Attorney for the Southern District of New York 55 confirmed that the currency had
been confiscated and converted into U.S. dollars (with an estimated worth of 28 million dollars
at the time). In a press release, it was said that the currency was confiscated because it had
been used in a crime and not because it involved bitcoins. A decision has yet to be made
regarding another wallet that contained approximately 145,000 bitcoins.

53

http://nj.gov/oag/newsreleases13/pr20131119a.html
http://bitlegal.net/
55
http://www.justice.gov/usao/nys/pressreleases/January14/SilkRoadForfeiture.php
54
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Botnet Trends


The company, Incapsula,56 published a survey on Web traffic in 2013. According to the survey,
over 60% of online traffic is not carried out by humans but rather by automated services and
bots.57 According to the report, half of all bots operate for malicious purposes, such as
information theft, distribution of junk email and execution of DDoS attacks, while the other half
act to streamline and improve search engines. The report also referred to the trend and 21%
increase in traffic of automated services compared to 2012.

Bot Traffic Report 2013 58



At the start of December 2013, Microsoft published an announcement regarding its continuing
cooperation with the FBI and Europole, as well as with industry agents, in the fight against
botnets. The publication referred to the damage caused by the malware, ZeroAccess, to almost
two million computers around the world at an estimated cost of 2.7 million dollars per month. 59

56

http://www.incapsula.com/blog/bot-traffic-report-2013.html
Bot is an abbreviation of the word “robot” and refers to software designed to perform automated
functions and mimic user activity, such as information gathering, Web site mapping, etc.
58
http://www.incapsula.com/blog/bot-traffic-report-2013.html
59
http://blogs.technet.com/b/microsoft_blog/archive/2013/12/05/microsoft-europol-fbi-and-industrypartners-disrupt-notorious-zeroaccess-botnet-that-hijacks-search-results.aspx
57
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Trends Involving Banks and Financial Systems


A new Trojan horse named “Neverquest” was discovered in November 2013. 60 This malware
operates with the intent to create profit by stealing passwords and accessing bank accounts ,
similar to how the Zeus malware operated. 61 According to a report by Symantec, the malware is
an improvement on Snifula, which first ran in 2006. 62



According to a report by Bloomberg,63 ATM machines around the will face a new danger in April
2014 when Microsoft completes its XP operating system development and support. Windows
XP controls, and is installed in, over 95% of ATM machines around the world. Microsoft will not
distribute patches and updates, which will leave the computers vulnerable to attack.

Fake Adobe Update Intended to Harm Turkish Users


On January 27, 2014, the company, TrendMicro, reported64 a new online attack apparently
aimed at Turkish Internet users and disguised as an Adobe Flash update.65 It starts with a
video link, sent in Turkish to Facebook users through its Instant Messaging software. It then
asks the user to update the Flash software with a file identified as TROJ_BLOCKER.J. 66



Once the “update” is activated, an add-on is installed only on the Chrome browser, which
blocks access to various anti-virus sites and prevents the user from removing the add-on. In
addition, the malware propagates itself by sending the video to the victim’s friends via the
same Instant Messaging software. The report noted that 93% of those who entered this
page were indeed from Turkey.



In Turkey, the rate of Internet usage was 45.7%67 in June 2012 and the rate of Facebook use

60

https://blog.kaspersky.com/neverquest-trojan-built-to-steal-from-hundreds-of-banks/
A malware that damaged over 40,000 computers around the world. Details on this malware can be found
in report no. 4. http://www.ict.org.il/LinkClick.aspx?fileticket=p02YcWmn_94%3D&tabid=492
62
http://www.symantec.com/connect/blogs/dangerous-new-banking-trojan-neverquest-evolution-olderthreat
63
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-01-16/atms-face-deadline-to-upgrade-from-windows-xp
64
http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/fake-adobe-flash-update-aimed-at-turkishusers/
65
http://blog.trendmicro.com/trendlabs-security-intelligence/files/2014/01/turkishflashplayer.jpg
66
http://about-threats.trendmicro.com/us/malware/TROJ_BLOCKER.J
67
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats4.htm
61
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today stands at 48.8%68 following a decline of 10% over the last six months, the highest rate
of decline in any country in the world.

This report’s case study focuses on the development of e-Government in the Middle East along with
a review of events and trends among Middle Eastern countries. The Internet is becoming an
increasingly prevalent part of life in the Middle East and is deepening its hold on wide-ranging
aspects of daily life in the region. According to data from Internet World Stat (see chart below),
since June 2000, and as of through June 2012,69 approximately 40% of the population in the Middle
East is connected to the Internet. The data indicates a substantial gap between the low number of
Internet users in Iraq, Syria and Yemen, and the number of users in Bahrain, Qatar, Oman and the
United Arab Emirates.
The rate of Internet penetration affects the development of e-government in a country since the
more developed a country is in terms of its online government services and infrastructure, the
greater the risk of cyber-attacks and the greater the need to establish cyber-defense systems. As
the rate of development varies from country to country, so does the government’s cyber security
strategy.

68
69

http://www.allin1social.com/facebook/country_stats?period=six_months
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats5.htm
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Data is from the Internet World State Web site

United Arab Emirates
The United Arab Emirates launched70 the first mGovernment lab in the Middle East with the
purpose of creating an environment that can guarantee the quality and security of mGovernment
applications while bringing them into compliance with international standards. This is part of a
comprehensive initiative for a “smart government” designed to, among other things, strengthen
the UAE's position as a leader in this field. Meanwhile, the online payment application, mPay, 71 in
the framework of mGovernment, has been successful in Dubai and seen a 265% increase in the
volume of payments in 2013. This application, whose download rate increased by 138% in 2013

70

http://www.zawya.com/story/UAE_launches_first_mGovernment_lab_in_Arab_regionGN_27012014_280137/
71
http://www.itp.net/596396-dubai-mpay-app-sees-265-rise-in-transaction-value-in-2013#.UugNh9LA7qQ
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from the previous year, enables users to make various payment to government institutions. This is
part of overall online payment activity in the UAE, 72 which recorded a 27% increase in dues and a
37% increase in the number of transfers completed in 2013 through the ePay system73 (via Internet
and mobile applications), which allows users to make government payments online. It was also
reported74 that the Web site of the Emirates Identity Authority 75 registered a 28% increase in the
number of visitors in 2013, as a result of improvements that it made to the site during that time.
In addition, the UAE’s Telecommunications Regulatory Authority (TRA) began a process designed to
verify the official Twitter accounts of all government officials in the country. Hamad Obaid Al
Mansoori, TRA Deputy Director General and mGovernment Director, said: "Social media experts
working closely with us have been in constant communication with Twitter’s website management
team to ensure that all verified government entity Twitter accounts bear the blue verified badge on
its profile".76

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Arabia has been experiencing an increase in media and online information consumption in
recent years. Recently, a local senior official stated77 that “the change towards a networked society
is accelerating in Saudi Arabia and originates from a high demand for connectivity”. Cellular
telephones are becoming the main device of consumers as a growing demand for smartphones and
applications is being recognized. Therefore, data points to78 impressive growth in the use of
smartphones to connect to various social networks. The number of Facebook users in the Kingdom
rose from 6 million in 2012 to 7.8 million in 2013, with 5 million of these users accessing their

72

http://www.zawya.com/story/Dubai_Smart_Governments_ePay_generates_AED56bn_in_2013GN_14012014_150143/
73
http://www.dsg.gov.ae/en/pages/default.aspx
74
http://www.zawya.com/story/Emirates_ID_website_attracts_4_m_visits_in_2014WAM20140127094024188
75
http://www.id.gov.ae/en
76
http://www.zawya.com/story/TRA_launches_verification_campaign_for_all_Official_UAE_government_en
tities_Twitter_accounts-WAM20140128063427690/
77
http://www.zawya.com/story/KSA_transformation_toward_networked_society_acceleratesZAWYA20140109040345/
78
http://www.zawya.com/story/Use_of_mobiles_in_social_media_on_the_rise_in_KSAZAWYA20140109040151/
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accounts from their smartphones. In addition, there was a 45% increase in the number of Twitter
accounts in the Kingdom in 2013. Further proof of this came from the news item79 that was recently
published, according to which Saudi Arabian Airlines sold 6.5 million plane tickets online in 2013, an
increase of 60% from the previous year. Towards the end of January 2014, Saudi Arabia launched
the Jadara 3 Project80 through which residents of the Kingdom are able to search for government
service jobs and perform the initial application process and submission of forms. This is part of the
“government’s commitment to provide more electronic and online services to citizens” and in the
framework of several strategic initiatives that were approved by the Public Services office in order
to increase the use of information technology in the recruitment process . At the same time, the
Kingdom recently reported the launch of an e-purchase system81 designed to increase oversight and
transparency of procurement. This system, which serves as a “foundation stone in the area of egovernment and one of the most important national initiatives”, allows for the consolidation and
simplification of procurement procedures in all government bodies . It also creates transparency
between government offices and suppliers while allowing for exposure to many vendors, creating
competition between them and improving quality.
On January 24, 2014, it was reported82 that the government of Saudi Arabia will soon begin a
national project to defend the Kingdom from an increasing number of cyber-attacks. This initiative,
which is the first of its kind in the Kingdom, will be composed of both government officials and
those from the private sector. Upon completion of the initial planning process, the plan will be
submitted for final approval from government security officials. This project is designed to include,
among other things, the training of students in the fields of communications and information
security. One senior official noted that the first stage of the project will be to guarantee that all
government Web sites be stored in the territory of the Kingdom and by the same agency, through
an authorized supplier to be approved by the Saudi Communications and Information Technology
Commission.
79

http://www.zawya.com/story/Saudia_issued_65m_tickets_online_last_year-ZAWYA20140117045855/
http://www.zawya.com/story/Ministry_to_launch_online_jobs_application_programZAWYA20140123034524/
81
http://www.zawya.com/story/New_epurchase_system_to_combat_corruption_in_Saudi_ArabiaZAWYA20140108040430/
82
http://www.zawya.com/story/KSA_to_launch_national_cyber_protection_projectZAWYA20140124043912/
80
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This national project is certainly warranted, as a week earlier it was reported83 that the “Syrian
Electronic Army” has successfully breached and damaged 16 Saudi Arabian government Web sites 84
while making reference to it with the hashtag #ActAgainstSaudiArabiaTerrorism on Twitter.85

Turkey
Turkey announced86 that it had received over 833,000 e-Visa requests at a cost of 10.7 million
dollars from tourists who requested entry to the country since the launch of the service in April
2013. Turkey issues, on average, 2,600 such visas per day. In this way, visitors can get an online visa
without having to stand on line at Turkish missions. Most of these requests came from Iraqis,
followed by Britain and the United States.

Jordan
In 2013, Jordanian residents sent87 2.1 million text message queries regarding public services via a
government service available88 in the Kingdom, which was inaugurated in 2006, double the number
from the previous year. Citizens can receive 89 information about 40 services provided by 27
different public authorities via SMS. The query is made by sending a certain keyword to number
94444 and receiving the requested information via return SMS. This service can also be received by
downloading the application from the Web site. 90
Nevertheless, it seems that there is still much room for improvement in the online arena in Jordan;
it was recently published that the Kingdom, whose Internet penetration rate stood at only 38% oneand-a-half years ago,91 was among the slowest92 of all countries in the region and around the world

83

http://www.hackersmedia.com/2014/01/16-saudi-arabian-government-websites.html
http://pastebin.com/Wkq7qttm
85
https://twitter.com/search?q=%23ActAgainstSaudiArabiaTerrorism&src=typd
86
http://en.trend.az/regions/met/turkey/2234478.html
87
http://www.zawya.com/story/Jordanians_sent_21m_SMSs_to_inquire_about_govt_services_in_2013ZAWYA20140113045407/
88
http://www.jordan.gov.jo/wps/portal/
89
http://www.jordan.gov.jo/wps/portal/!ut/p/b1/04_SjzS0MLE0MDOwNLTQj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfGjzO
J9PfxDgzxNjAwMfN3cDBzdzVxdTEP8DQwsTPSDU_P0c6McFQFi_5Hd/
90
http://www.jordan.gov.jo/wps/portal/!ut/p/b1/04_SjzS0MLE0MDOwNLTQj9CPykssy0xPLMnMz0vMAfGjzO
LDLL0twrzdDQ0MnMzdDDy93A1dAo2MDQ1cjfWDU_P0c6McFQHCIrdH/
91
http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats5.htm
84
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with regard to Internet uploading and downloading speed (ranked 147 and 159, respectively). This
took place at the same time as protests were held in July 2012 in favor of censorship for Internet
pornography,93 and those held at the end of August 2012 against the government’s intention to
block such content.94 In a protest against the government’s intention to change the laws of press
and publication in an effort to restrict Internet freedom in the Kingdom, a campaign was waged in
which Internet users were called on to darken the Internet in the Kingdom on August 29 in a
Facebook event95 called “Jordan Internet Blackout Day”. The law was passed in September 2012. 96

Iran
On January 11, 2014, it was reported97 that a new Web site in Farsi, called “Iran Voices” ( صداهای
)ايران,98 was established with the stated goal of “transparency of local authorities with online
reporting for citizens”. Periodic reports about specific cities are published on the site, the first of
which was published in October 2013 about the city of Ahvaz, in which 52 citizens requested more
green areas in the city, increased employment and security, and a solution to air pollution in the
city. This placed the city’s legal and security systems at the top of the list of unsatisfactory services,
followed by government offices, hospitals, banks and the municipality. 60% noted that their local
representatives never asked for their opinions and 90% expressed hope that their voices would be
heard.
Another goal of the Web site, based on the Ushahidi99 platform, is to report local news in Iran in
order to create a framework in which Iranian citizens can discuss local issues, exchange opinions
and communicate with local officials due to their claim that the media is only focused on general
policies and events that take place in the capital.

92

http://www.zawya.com/story/Jordan_behind_several_Arab_countries_in_Internet_speedZAWYA20131206055746/
93
http://www.arabianbusiness.com/jordan-demonstrators-seek-block-net-porn-466033.html
94
http://jordantimes.com/internet-freedom-activists-slam-ministrys-call-to-block-porn-sites
95
https://www.facebook.com/events/378743948862815/
96
http://www.dailynewsegypt.com/2012/09/19/jordan-passes-law-restricting-internet-freedom/
97
http://globalvoicesonline.org/2014/01/10/iran-voices-new-site-polls-citizens-on-local-government/
98
http://iranvoices.org/
99
http://www.ushahidi.com/
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ABOUT THE ICT

Founded in 1996, the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is one of the leading
academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world, facilitating international cooperation in the
global struggle against terrorism. ICT is an independent think tank providing expertise in terrorism,
counter-terrorism, homeland security, threat vulnerability and ris k assessment, intelligence analysis
and national security and defense policy. ICT is a non-profit organization located at the
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which relies exclusively on private donations and
revenue from events, projects and programs.

ABOUT ICT CYBER-DESK

The Cyber Desk Review is a periodic report and analysis that addresses two main subjects: cyberterrorism (offensive, defensive, and the media, and the main topics of jihadist discourse); and
cyber-crime, whenever and wherever it is linked to jihad (funding, methods of attack). The Cyber
Desk Review addresses the growing significance that cyberspace plays as a battlefield in current and
future conflicts, as shown in the recent increase in cyber-attacks on political targets, crucial
infrastructure, and the Web sites of commercial corporations.
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For tailored research please contact us at Webmaster@ict.org.il.
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